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Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis techniques have been widely applied in several application domains. During
the last two decades, these techniques have been mostly developed for the domain of product and service reviews. However, very few Aspect Based Sentiment Techniques have been proposed for the domain of movie
reviews. In contrast to most studies that focus on movie specific aspects such as Script, Director, and Actor,
this work focus on NER (Named Entity Recognition) in order to find out entity-specific aspects. Consequently, MAIM (Movie Aspects Identification Model) is proposed that can extract not only movie-specific aspects
but can also identify Named Entities (NEs) such as Person Name and Movie Title. The three main contributions in this paper are (i) identification of infrequent aspects, (ii) identification of NEs, and (iii) identification
of N-gram opinion words as an entity. MAIM is implemented using BiLSTM-CRF (Bidirectional Long ShortTerm Memory – Conditional Random Field) hybrid technique and tested on movie reviews dataset. The results
showed a precision score of 89.9%, recall of 88.9%, and f1-score of 89.4%. The results of the hybrid model are
compared with the baseline models i.e., CRF (Conditional Random Field) and LSTM-CRF (Long Short-Term
Memory – Conditional Random Field) and shown hybrid model outperforms both models in term of precision,
recall and f1-score.
KEYWORDS: Movie A pplication domain, Explicit Aspects, Named Entity Recognition, Opinion words, Aspect
Pruning and Aspects identifications.
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1. Introduction
The most intelligent beings in this planet earth are
humans since, naturally, they possess cognitive or decision making ability [22]. In addition, psychologists
have categorized the decision making ability into further two categories, namely, rational decision making and irrational (emotional) decision making [33].
However, few studies [8, 33] emphasize that the irrational or emotional entities have more influence than
rational or reasoning in making decisions. Therefore,
the most striking factor in decision making is emotions or sentiments. One crucial question arises here
which is: where to find emotions or sentiments in order to make efficient decisions? The obvious answer
is the social circle in any country or city. However,
in the twenty first century this social circle has been
turned into digital social circle. In other words, this is
the age of digital or the internet world.
The participation of a huge number of people in social
media has been made possible by participatory web or
web 2.0 [10] which motivates common users to produce their own knowledge. In addition, the user generated knowledge is unstructured dataset and according to data scientists [29] this is the most challenging
dataset, in order to extract relevant knowledge out of
it. Unstructured content is the most favorable type of
content produced by the common user since it allows
the user to express his/her feeling/sentiment regarding an entity without any structural restriction. For
example, Ecommerce and social networking websites
provide a platform for common users [40] to write
reviews (unstructured content) about a product or
social event, thus allowing them to express their feeling/sentiment regarding the product being reviewed.
Business owners then evaluate their product performance by analyzing these reviews. Moreover, customers too use these reviews for a perfect purchase decision. This thus also becomes a source of knowledge.
Since data volume is increasing day by day, it is humanly impossible to read and analyze every customers’ or business owners’ review for sentiment exploration. However, information scientists have proposed
sentiment analysis techniques that can extract sentiments from a large number of reviews. These sentiment analysis techniques can be categorized into
three levels, these levels being Document-level, sentence-level and aspect level.

The document-level sentiment analysis simply focuses on whether the overall review is negative or
positive. It works on the assumption that any review
that is being analyzed, talks about only one single entity or dimension [29, 40]. Sentence-level sentiment
analysis, on the other hand, explores more intense
sentiments than the document-level analysis. The
sentence-level sentiment analysis focuses on subjectivity analysis. It distinguishes the sentences, within
a review, into subjective (negative and positive) and
objective (factual) sentences [55]. In contrast to both
of these, the most fine-grain method of sentiment
analysis is “aspect-based sentiment analysis”. Aspect-based sentiment analysis is important since neither the sentence level and nor document level sentiment analysis performs an aspect level sentiment
analysis, [40]. For example, if a review says, “The
battery life of iPhone is very nice”, the sentence level
sentiment analysis would suggest that the whole sentence is subjective, since it contains opinion. It would
not provide any detail of the iPhones aspects. On the
other hand, aspect level sentiment analysis would
explore “battery life” as aspect and “very nice” as a
positive sentiment word. Hence, the aspect level sentiment analysis explores an entity’s various aspects
with related sentiment words.
The application area of aspect level sentiment analysis shapes the working body for aspect based sentiment analysis models; for instance, preprocessing,
dataset annotation, selection of machine learning
techniques and then the performance evaluation criteria. While proposing a model for aspect level sentiment classification, it is crucial to probe the application domain carefully. Data scientists attempt to
extract relevant information from a large available
noisy dataset. However, this task becomes more difficult when an application domain changes. In addition, the difficulty level of data extraction varies from
application to application. For example, a cellphone
application domain contains very simple aspects such
as “price”, “weight”, “performance”, “sound quality”
[14]. The reviews related to this application domain
are thus less noisy and very simple, since the commentators themselves are very straightforward and
comment only on the aspects they like or dislike. As
a result, the current ABSTs (Aspect Based Sentiment
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Analysis Techniques), which have been designed for
this product application domain, are not very complex and have successful performance accuracy.
In contrast, a service application domain, such as the
tourism domain, is more complex and as such, the reviews related to this application are noisy. The reason
is that the commentators, for this domain, are often
keen to define a proper story of his/her trip. The aspects related to this domain are “food”, “atmosphere”,
“staff”, “room” etc. and [39] the commentators usually write in indirect speech rather than direct speech.
Naturally then, the models that have been designed
for this particular application domain are more complex. Similarly, the movie application domain is more
complex than both the product and the tourism application domains. The reason is that this application domain contains co-resolution reference and
name entity recognition (NER) problem along with
too much noise and indirect speech. The models that
would be designed for this domain would then be even
more complex than the models designed for either
the product or the tourism application domain. This
shows that the complexity of an ABST (Aspect Based
Sentiment Analysis Technique) depends on application domain for which it has designed.
Several ABSTs (Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis
Techniques) have been proposed for different application domains. However, most of the application
domains are product [3, 21, 60] and service [15, 39].
Moreover, very few ABSTs are on movie application
domain [7, 42].The ABSTs which have been proposed
for movie application domain are unable to satisfy
the requirement of intense or aspect level sentiment
analysis. Subsequently, the movie application domain
is more complex than product and service application
domain and it contains NER (Named Entity Recognition) problem, indirect speech, and noisy content.
In this article, ASBT has been proposed and implemented for movie application domain. The following
are the main contributions.
1 MAIM (Movie Aspects Identification Model) ex-

tracts movie aspects without any discrimination of
frequent and infrequent aspects by using local context. In addition, these infrequent aspects cannot be
ignored, though, they are associated with opinion.

2 The movie application domain contains NER

problem and previous Movie ABSTs [7, 9, 30, 42]
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ignored the identification of NER problem. The
MAIM is using BiLSTM-CRF (Bidirectional Long
Short Term Memory – Conditional Random Field)
hybrid NERC (Named Entity Recognition and
Classification) technique, for the identification of
Person Name and Movie Titles in movie application domain.
3 MAIM not only identifies NOUN based entities

such as Person Names and Movie Titles, but, also
identifies ADJECTIVE or ADVERB based opinion
entity.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Aspect Identification Techniques for
Movie Application Domain
Anand et al. [7] has chosen the movie reviews as social
application domain. This study has two main contributions filtering out irrelevant plot and identification
of aspects and opinion words. However, the way they
have filtered the review text, results in having missing
information. For aspect identification they are using
dependency parser and to determine the polarity of
the associated opinion word they are using WordNet.
A list of movie aspects i.e. (acting, directing, screenplay, sound effect and music, story, visual effects and
movie on the whole) have already defined and the
identified aspects clues will be clustered to one of the
aspects in the list. Consequently, the proposed model
completely ignored the titles of the movies and persons that are also associated with opinion.
Similarly, Parkhe et al. [42] has proposed an aspect
based sentiment analysis model for movie reviews.
The main contribution of this study is the clustering
of review sentences to the already identified aspects,
for instance, screenplay, music, acting, plot, movie
and direction. After that they determine the polarity
of each sentence. Nevertheless, the proposed model is restricted to six basic aspects only and ignores
Person Names and Movie Titles which are also associated with opinion. In addition, the proposed model
is unable to identify other aspects which are not in
the seeds set. Apart from having aspect level sentiment classification, majority of the opinion mining
techniques have been proposed for document level.
Therefore, Maas et al. [37] has proposed a document
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level sentiment analysis technique. The main contribution of this research is the classification of movie
reviews by using Unigram, Bigram, Trigram or amalgamation all of them.
Similarly, Tripathy et al. [54] has applied a hybrid
technique on dual IMDb datasets (Association for
Computational Linguistics Internet Movie Database,
Cornell Movie-review). The contributions of this
research are twofold. First, they have selected sentiment features by using SVM (support vector machine) classifier and then incorporated these features
into ANN (Artificial Neural Networks). The proposed
model performs document level sentiment analysis.
In contrast to document level sentiment analysis,
Ahmed et al. [4] has proposed a technique for sentence level sentiment analysis and this technique
has validated its performance by using aclIMDb (Association for Computational Linguistics Internet
Movie Database) dataset. Another document level
sentiment analysis has been proposed by Panda [41].
Moreover, its main contributions are pre-processing
to refine the dataset for feature selection, prune the
feature sets and then apply algorithm-SGNB (Sparse
Generative Naive Bayes) for sentiment classification.
For the validation of the proposed model they have
used aclIMDb (Association for Computational Linguistics Internet Movie Database) dataset. However,
these sentiment analysis techniques are incapable of
identifying NER problem and the opinions that have
been expressed for them. Therefore, there is a need to
incorporate NER (Named Entity Recognition) technique in aspect based sentiment analysis for movie
application domain.
2.1.1. Named Entity Recognition Techniques
Named-Entities are also treated as aspects in some domains, for instance, in the movie application domain.
The Person Names and Movie Titles are widely used
in movie application domain. Moreover, these entities
are associated with opinions. Therefore, it is important to identify opinion rich named entities. According
to our knowledge, few named entity techniques offered opinion identification along with name-entities.
Regarding this, Şeker et al. [51] has proposed a NER
(named entity recognition) technique for Turkish
new articles. The entities this research has identified
are person names, time and number. The contribution
of this research is to identify entities from morpho-
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logical rich language for instance Turkish language.
However, no opinion identification method has been
defined in the proposed research. In contrast, Mir et
al. [27] has proposed movie NER technique and it also
provides opinion identification. The main limitation
of the proposed research is that its annotation phase
generates noisy labelled dataset. In addition, it did
not provide any approach to remove noisy aspects. Finally, the proposed technique solely depends on CRF
technique; however, latest NER techniques proved
that the CRF alone will not perform efficiently.
In the same way, Lample et al. [32] has proposed a hybrid NER technique for the identification of person,
location, organization and other entities. This study
states that the previous models heavily dependent
on handcraft linguistic features and domain specific
knowledge. The proposed model uses a hybrid neural
network technique BiLSTM-CRF (bidirectional long
short term memory – Conditional Random Field) and
provides better performance than baseline models.
Similarly, Do et al. [18] has also proposed a hybrid
NER technique for the identification of named entities in plant molecular biology dataset. The proposed
technique identifies genes, proteins and phenotypic
Traits as named-entities. However, it is incapable of
identifying opinion words.

2.2. Aspect Identification Techniques for
Different Application Domains
Rana et al. [46] has asserted that the NLP (Natural Language Processing) tool such as POS (Part of
Speech) tagger is incapable of correctly tagging the
part of speech for customer reviews because the review writer of a product does not follow any grammatical rules. Therefore, to overcome this inefficiency of
POS tagger the author has proposed its own linguistic rules to extract the potential aspects. However, on
one side the author highlighted POS tagger’s incapability of correctly tagging the customer reviews, on
the other side, he used opinion lexicon (which is also
a linguistic tool) to verify whether the wrongly tagged
adjective is a NOUN/NOUN PHRASE or not. However, opinion lexicon also suffers the same inefficiency
which has been identified by the research [46]. In addition, to filter out irrelevant aspects from the customer reviews the author has proposed two pruning
techniques frequent filtering and semantic filtering.
However, the frequent filtering also filter outs infre-
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quent but relevant aspects. Apart from aspect identification, the proposed model is domain specific.
For instance, if the proposed model would have been
applied to other domains such as movie or tourism
domain, the performance could go down fairly, since
the proposed model only identifies frequent and product application domain aspects. However, the movie
application domain contains name entities such as
Person Name and Movie Title, as an aspects of movie
application domain. Therefore, the proposed model is
unable to identify NE (named entity).
Ikram et al. [26] has proposed an aspect level sentiment analysis technique for selecting a research paper which has more positive aspect level sentiments.
This research has followed the usual phases of aspect
based sentiment analysis that are (1) aspect identification and (2) opinion determination. In order to
identify aspects from citation corpora, the author has
used linguistic patterns, word frequency, synonyms
and linguistic rules. The research considers a NOUN
or NOUN PHRASE as aspect if it is most occurring
aspect in the corpus. Therefore, if an aspect is infrequent and holds an opinion, it will be ignored. The
proposed research is domain specific and incapable
of extracting aspects from other application domains.
For instance, the movie and tourism application domains contain named-entities as aspects; however,
the proposed research is unable to identify these entities, since it is an unsupervised technique.
Al-Smadi et al. [5] has presented an aspect based sentiment analysis model by using long short-term memory deep neural networks for tourism Arabic reviews.
The major contribution of the proposed research is to
use deep learning and CRF approaches to identify aspects of tourism and their sentiment determination.
The proposed research is supervised and it requires
plenty of labelled data. The author has described very
few annotation information that are essential for supervised techniques. It is a domain specific model
since the model has been trained on Arabic tourism
domain. The annotated dataset has been labeled according to tourism application domain feature set.
Hence, the proposed research is incapable of identifying NE (named-entity) in movie application domain.
Salas-Zárate et al. [47] has proposed an aspect based
sentiment analysis technique for tweets on Diabetes.
The core of this research is to use Diabetes ontology
for aspect identification. A semantic annotation mod-
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ule has been proposed which comprises of Stanford
NLP and Diabetes ontology. It defines the relationship between different concepts in Diabetes domain.
The proposed research is very specific to Diabetes
domain, since it depends solely on ontology. The proposed model, when applied to product, tourism or any
other application domain is incapable of identifying
accurate aspects, since Diabetes ontology is unable to
define relation of concepts in other domain. In contrast, the Al-Smadi et al. [6] has proposed an aspect
level sentiment technique for hotel reviews in Arabic language. For features extraction, the author used
Arabic NLP tool MADAMIRA (Morphological Analysis and Disambiguation of Arabic) and using this
tool morphological, syntactic, semantic features has
been extracted. The proposed model asserted that it
has proposed three types of identifications which are
Aspect Category Identification, Opinion Target Extraction and Polarity Identification.
However, the proposed research is following a supervised technique which requires efficiently annotated
dataset and the research lacks in defining any type
of annotation process. This research also identifies
named-entities by using Arabic NLP tool. However,
this tool will be incapable of identifying named-entities in IMDb reviews. Similarly, another aspect
category classification technique has been proposed
by Schouten et al. [50]. This research has exploited
association rule mining and frequency of co-occurrence data. The main contribution of this method is
avoiding the supervised labeled training dataset and
mining aspect level sentiment using unsupervised
technique. However, the proposed research is incapable of identifying infrequent aspects and NEs, since it
is an unsupervised technique and heavily depends on
frequency of words.
In contrast, [58] the study has conducted research on
Hate Crime Twitter Sentiment dataset in order to develop aspect based sentiment analysis technique. The
major contribution regarding aspect classification is
to use association rule mining with POS tagging patterns to identify single or multi-word aspect identification for Twitter reviews. However, the proposed research has been designed for short reviews, therefore,
it will not perform efficiently on longer reviews. The
reason is that the longer reviews contain more irrelevant data. In addition, the proposed research used an
unsupervised method that works frequency of data,
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however, this will result in missing of infrequent but
important aspects. Since it is an unsupervised model, it will also incapable of identifying named entities
from reviews efficiently.

3. Critical Analysis and Limitations of
ABSTs
The ABSTs have been implemented by using supervised learning, unsupervised learning, syntactic
techniques, dictionary based or an amalgamation of
these techniques [49] and the recent trend is, deep
learning techniques. Scientists of sentiment analysis are still using each of these techniques, while
keeping in mind their merits, demerits and application domain specific requirements. Unsupervised
state-of-the-art ABSTs depend on frequency term,
therefore, they only extract frequent aspects and ignores less but important aspects [12]. However, these
techniques do not require heavy labeled dataset and
require less computing time. In contrast [30] has used
Deep Learning Convolutional Neural Network for
aspect based sentiment analysis, but the annotation
process is dependent on frequency based technique.
Hence, this technique also identifies frequent aspects
and CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) has been
trained on this annotated dataset, it will also suffer
from this problem. In addition, [38] is a supervised
aspect based sentiment analysis technique, nonetheless, aspect identification process is based on TF-IDF
(term frequency–inverse document frequency) technique, conversely, it is also dependent on occurrence
of a term in a corpus.
Another limitation that exists, in several studies such
as [43], [24], [44], [45], [27], is the consideration of
irrelevant aspects as potential aspects. For instance,
the linguistic tool such as POS tagger labels a word
“lion” as NOUN and every NOUN is considered to
be an aspect, therefore, “lion” is an aspect. However,
in product application domain this is not a relevant
aspect. Apart from these limitations, NER problem,
which exists in service and movie application domain, has not been addressed in aspect based sentiment analysis techniques [13], [61]. One reason for
this limitation is that the majority of the aspect based
sentiment analysis techniques have been designed for
product application domain, therefore, this limitation
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has been ignored. However, in service application domain location name and hotel names and in movie application domain Person Name and Movie Titles are
considered as aspects of respective domains. Table1
shows some of the limitations of aspect based sentiment analysis.
Table 1
Limitations of Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis
Techniques
L1

Classifies only frequent occurring aspects and ignores
the less occurring but important aspects [12, 30, 38].

L2

Unable to provide any aspect pruning technique to
filter irrelevant aspects [24, 43].

L3

Unable to address NER (name entity recognition) for
movie application domain [7, 9, 13, 30, 42, 61].

Recently, deep learning techniques have been employed in aspect level sentiment classification. Not
surprisingly, their results are better than NLP and
machine learning techniques [11]. Nonetheless, they
require huge amount of training dataset and computational power. Apart from this, if an Aspect Based
Sentiment Analysis technique is incorporating deep
learning approach then it does not mean it will also
identify infrequent aspect along with frequent ones.
Unless or until dataset annotation is free from frequency based techniques [30]. L1 points to the limitation that exists in unsupervised [12] or supervised
[38] or even in deep learning if the annotation is
based on frequency based techniques [30]. An example of L1 is in product application domain is that the
commentator often comments on the aspects such
as price, battery life, design and brand or company.
Therefore, the existing research targets the most occurring NOUN in the product application domain
and ignore the aspects that are less occurring even
they have strong association with sentiment. For instance, “Hawaii is the most favorable mobile in South
Asia. Since, it is less in price, beautiful in design, fast
in speed. But after one year of usage its speakers goes
down.” Now, if the most frequently occurring aspects
in this comment are price, design and performance
then, according to the current aspect based sentiment
analysis techniques [59], [35], [52] these are aspects
whereas the “speakers” as an aspect will be ignored
regardless of a strong negative sentiment. In the ex-
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plicit aspect identification the most stirring Part of
Speech tag NOUN is considered to be as aspect. Conversely, not every NOUN/NOUN PHRASE is aspect,
hence, the aspect level identification techniques only
take frequently appearing noun. The driving factor
behind this is the assumption that if 100 commentators comment on a particular mobile then probably
they are talking about price, design or performance.
Nonetheless, in reality they are skipping useful information which is also important for aspect based sentiment analysis.
To overcome this L1 the investigation of reviews is important. Therefore, in this research we are using a hybrid method to extract explicit aspects that not only
targets frequent NOUN/NOUN PHRASE but also infrequent ones as well. Since, the annotation process
of movie reviews is not using any frequency based
technique or any other assumption.
L2 refers to the limitation that is an essential part of
the aspect based identification process. Elimination
of irrelevant aspects that are introduced by NLP tool,
POS tagger, are important to tackle in aspect identification process for accurate results. The NOUN/
NOUN PHRASE is considered to be as aspect, conversely, not every NOUN/NOUN PHRASE is a relevant aspect for a particular domain. For instance, in
this sentence “Story of a man who has unnatural feelings for a pig” feelings and pig are NOUN but these
are irrelevant words to the movie application domain.
The state-of-the-art [43], [24], [44], [45], [27] studies
have either ignored this matter or their aspect pruning techniques are not efficient. In order to overcome
L2 the proposed technique extracts NOUN/NOUN
PHRASE, from the movie reviews, without consideration of its frequency the in corpus. Conversely, the irrelevant aspects will be eliminated by using semantic
similarity matrix and SpaCy1 is an NLP tool that provides modern technique for term similarity matrix.
L3 highlights the existence of NER problem in movie
application domain. The state-of-the-art aspect based
sentiment analysis techniques have been mostly designed for product and service application domains.
In product application domain NER problem does
not exist, hence, the proposed solutions for product
application domain do not facilitate the identification
of NER problem. Contrastingly, the service and movie
1

https://spacy.io/usage/vectors-similarity
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application domains both contains NER problem. In
addition, none of the state-of-art ABSTs, which have
been proposed for service and movie application domains, provide solution for NER problems [7, 9, 13, 30,
42, 61]. Since, this research is undertaking the investigation and development of ABST for movie application domain, therefore, it is important to handle NER
problem (Person Names and Movie Titles) in aspect
based sentiment analysis. The NER problem cannot
be neglected because there is an opinion often associated with these name entities.
Previously, for the identification of Named Entities CRF
(Conditional Random Field) was considered to be very
efficient [31]. However, the successful use of deep learning
techniques in NLP (Natural Language Processing)
domain encouraged the information retrieval experts to
use in identification of Named Entities from a corpus.
Several studies [20, 28] employed CNN (Convolutional
Neural Network) in document level sentiment analysis.
However, according to a comparative study [57], CNNs
is not suitable for NER problem, whereas, it reassures
that the invariants of RNNs (Recurrent Neural Networks)
are suitable for NER problem. Though NER problem has
been extensively studied in information retrieval field
[16, 18, 32] and it is in progress as the topic of research.
Yet, there is a need to include these techniques into
sentiment analysis domain.
The first challenging task in integrating NER technique
is for the proposed model to have an annotated dataset
for movie application domain. The most popular
annotated dataset available is CoNLL (Conference
on Natural Language Learning)2003 [1, 56]. This
dataset was built from newswire articles and provided
annotation for four entities (PERSON, LOCATION,
ORGANIZATION and MISCELLANEOUS). However,
the CoNLL (Conference on Natural Language Learning)
2003 annotated dataset’s application domain is different,
therefore, in this research an automated annotation
technique has been provided for the annotation of movie
application domain.

4. Proposed Movie Aspects
Identification Model (MAIM)
MAIM consists of three main phases, however, the
first two are more important phases such as annotation phase and training phase. Figure 1 depicts the
three phases of movie application domain, for in-
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stance, annotation phase, training phase and identification phase, whereas, training and identification
phases have been merged into one phase in Figure 1.
The annotation phase includes linguistic features, orthographic features and movie gazetteers. In addition,
this research has also exploited the capabilities of
CRF and variant of Recurrent Neural Networks (BiLSTM-CRF). However, before applying these machine
learning techniques on any dataset, the perquisite is
the training or annotation of dataset. Therefore, the
movie application domain needs to be annotated for
the identification of movie titles, person names, movie specific aspects and opinion chunks.

4.1. Feature Set for Annotation of NER Dataset
4.1.1. Linguistic Features
The OpenNLP2 tool for natural language processing
has been used, this NLP software’s tokenizer, POS
tagger and the chunker has been used to annotate the
unstructured movie reviews dataset. The input is an
unstructured file but the output will be a structured
five column file. Table 2 provides Algorithm I for converting unstructured text into a structured text which
has been labeled with POS, Chunk, Title Case and IOB
(Inside outside beginning) tags. The abbreviations
for variables in Algorithm I are TK for Token, CK for
chunk, CL for CaseLabel and iobT for IOBtag.
Table 2
Algorithm I Converts Reviews into sequence of tokens and
labels POS, chunking and orthographic features to these tokens
Input: A set of unstructured text n movie reviews

R = {r1 , r2 , , rn }

Output: A set of five columns file set Ff = {Ff , Ff , ..., Ff }
1

1: for i ← 0 to n total number of reviews
2: while ri read each line L to the end of file.
3: TK j ← MakeToken (L)
4: POS j ← POStagger (TK j )
5: CK j ← Chunker (TK j , POS j )
6: for j ← 0 to n number of Tokens
caseLabel ← TagCase(TK j )
7:
iobTag ← " O "
8:
9:
Ff j ← writeF (TK j , POS j , CK j , CL, iobTag )
10: endfor
11: endwhile
12: endfor

2

2

https://opennlp.apache.org/

2
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j

The set of reviews R = {r1 , r2 , , rn } will be treated as input. The output will be a set of five columns
files denoted by Ff = {Ff , Ff , ..., Ff } where Ff1 is a
single file that contains five columns such as Token
Word, POS, Chunk, Case and IOB. The outer-loop
controls number of text files while inner loop controls the number of lines in each text file. Then each
line is tokenized into sequence of token words denoted by Token j where j denotes the current token.
Similarly, j + 1 denotes the next token Token j +1 and
j − 1 denotes the previous token Token j −1 . Therefore, Token j = {token1 , token2 , token3 ,....., token j } represents the first column of file Ffi . In the same
way, POS j = { pos1 , pos2 , pos3 ,...., pos j } represents
the second column of file Ffi . Conversely,
Chunk j = {chunk1 , chunk2 , chunk3 ,....., chunk j } represents the third column of file Ffi . The method
MakeToken(L) takes line L from ri and outputs
an array of Token j . This Token j will be an input for
the method POStagger (Token j ) and the output will
be an array of parts of speech POS j for each token
word. Moreover, the method Chunker (Token j , POS j )
receives array of tokens and array of parts of speech
as an input. In this case, the output will be array of
chunk information Chunk j . Moreover, there is another inner loop which iterates j = 0 to N number of tokens. The method TagCase(Token j ) takes
current token as input and calculates its case information and outputs caseLabel . Meanwhile, IOBtag will be assigned letter “O”. Finally, the method
Ff j ← writeF (TK j , POS j , CK j , CL, iobTag ) takes five
parameters as an input and produces a five column
five Ff j file as an output. Figure3, demonstrates an
excerpt of annotated sentence from movie corpus. The
sentence has been tokenized and each token has its
corresponding Part of speech, chunking, case and IOB
information.
1

2

j

4.1.2. Orthographic Features
In writing text, orthographic features are very important, the writer uses these features to distinguish
one word from the other words in a sentence. CoNLL-2003 Shared Task [48] uses orthographic features
to generate annotated dataset for NERC (Named Entity Recognition and Classification). Similarly [2], uses
orthographic features to identify NER (named entity
recognition) in social media. In contrast [36] asserted
that in biomedical application domain, orthographic
features are very important in order to get the essential
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results. Orthographic features are usually prefix, suffix,
word case and punctuation. To annotate the aclIMDb
dataset the orthographic features have been used.
4.1.3. IMDb Database
In order to remove irrelevant Person Names and Movie Titles, IMDb database will be used, because the Person Names are NOUN/NOUN PHRASE and not every
NOUN/NOUN PHRASE is a relevant Person Names or
Movie Titles. While extracting and applying linguistic
patterns, irrelevant information is also extracted. To refrain irrelevant information, IMDb python application
has been used to eliminate irrelevant NOUNS. For instance, to tag the Person Names all the token words that
are labeled with NN or NNS POS information, Word
Case is TC and chunking information is B-NP or I-NP
will be extracted, without considering the frequency of
each token word. However, this set of linguistic rules
also mines irrelevant Person Names as well.
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the annotated dataset. In the same way, Movie Titles
have been tagged. However, this time bi-gram tokens
have not been used, although, N-gram tokens have
been extracted. Since movie titles are often more than
two words, a similar rule to Algorithm II has been used
to extract Movie Titles. The irrelevant N-gram words
have been removed by using IMDb (internet movie
database) database python application program. If an
N-gram word exists in the database, then it is a Movie
Title, otherwise, it will be discarded.
Figure 1
The Proposed Movie Aspect Identification Model (MAIM)

Table 5
Algorithm
Entities in
Input:

Ff = {Ff1 ,

Table 3
The output of Algorithm II, which depicts that the
linguistic rule labelled the correct bigram words as Person
Name
Word

POS

Chunk

Case

IOB

Vilmos

NNP

I-NP

TC

B-Person

Zsigmond

NNP

I-NP

TC

I-Person

Output: A

1: for i ←
2: while

Word

POS

Chunk

Case

IOB

Orchestra

NNP

I-NP

TC

B-Person

Audience

NNP

I-NP

TC

I-Person

The imdbpy3 (internet movie database python) software has been used to filter out irrelevant names from
3

https://imdbpy.github.io/

TK j

4:

for j

5:

if

6:

From Table 3, if the current word’s POS label is NNP
and its chunking label is B-NP or I-NP and its word
case Label is TC then this token word would be tagged
with Person Entity. Conversely, this rule also extracts
irrelevant named entities. For example, Table 4 shows
the irrelevant extraction of named entities. Orchestra
Audience is not the name of the person but it has been
extracted as named entity.
Table 4
The output of Algorithm II, which depicts the linguistic
rule labelled the incorrect bi-gram words as person name

3:

7:
8:
9:
10:
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Table 5
Algorithm II Labels IOB scheme tagging for Named
Entities in five column file Set Ff = {Ff1 , Ff 2 ,..., Ff j }

Table 6
Algorithm III Labelling IOB scheme for general aspects in
five column annotation files set Ff = {Ff1 , Ff 2 , Ff 3 ,....Ff n }

Input: A set of five column files Ff = {Ff1 , Ff 2 ,..., Ff j }

Input:A set of five column files Ff = {Ff1 , Ff 2 , Ff3 ,....Ff n }
and twelve seed words S = {s1 , s2 , s3 ,...., sn }
Output: A set of training files T = {t1 , t2 , t3 ,..., tn }

Output: A set of training files T = {t1 , t2 , t3 ,..., tn }

1: for i ← 0 to n total number of four column files
2: while Ffi read each line L to the end of file
3: TK j , POS j , CK j , CL j , IOBtag j ← L
4: for j ← 0 to n total number of Tokens
5:
6:

if (POS j is NOUN) ^ (CL j is TC) ^ (CK j is B-NP )
if (POS j +1 is NOUN) ^ (CL j +1 is TC) ^ (CK j +1
PersonName = Cancatinate (TK j , TK j +1 )
if PersonName is in imdbPython

1: for i ← 0 n total number of four column files
2: while Ffi read each line L to the end of the file
TK j , POS j , CK j , CL j , IOBtag j ← L
3:
4:
is I-NP )

7:
8:
9:
IOBtag j ← B-PERSON
10:
IOBtag j +1 ← I-PERSON
11:
endif
12:
endif
13:
endif
14: endfor
15: endwhile
16: endfor

checked conditionaly. If both conditons are satisfied
then the two token words TK j and TK j +1 are candidate
for person entity. The method Cancatinate (TK j , TK j +1 )
receives current and next tokens and produces a
concatination PersonName of these two tokens. The
PersonName will be checked in imdbpy software to filter out irrelevant person names as discussed before.
If the PersonName exists in imdbpy the IOBtag j will
be labelled B-Person and IOBtag j +1 will be labelled
I-Person. The abbreviations for variables are TK for
Token, CK for chunk and CL for CaseLabel.
4.1.4. Semantic Similarity Matrix
The NOUN/NOUN PHRASES will be extracted as
potential candidate for aspects; however, the irrelevant aspects will be removed by using SpaCy4 semantic similarity matrix. Table 6 shows Algorithm III for
movie specific aspect pruning. In this process a list
of seed words will be matched against each NOUN/
NOUNS PHRASE. By calculating the semantic similarity between seed words and potential candidate
aspects, the irrelevant aspects will be eliminated. The
4

https://spacy.io/usage/vectors-similarity

5:
6:

for j ← 0 to n total number of Tokens

if (POS j is NOUN) ^ (CL j

^

is LC) (CK j is B-NP

∨ I-NP )

for k ← 0 to 12 number of seed words
Threshold ← SpacySimilarity (Token j , seed word k )
if Threshold ≥ 60%

7:
8:
9:
IOBtag j ← B-FEATURE
10:
endif
endfor
11:
12: endif
13: endfor
14: endwhile
15: endfor

Table 7
This is an excerpt of relevant detection of movie specific
aspects
Candidate Aspect

Seed Words

Similarity Percentage

movie

movie

1.0

film

movie

0.79121906

star

actor

0.62115836

horror

movie

0.61528283

semantic similarity percentage below than the specified threshold will be considered irrelevant. In Table 7,
the first column shows candidate words and the second column shows aspect seed words and the last
column shows similarity percentage.Therefore, in
Algorithm III, for every iteration j the current token
word’s POS, CaseLabel and Chunk will be conditionaly checked. If it satisfies, then the candidate movie aspect Token j will go into a loop of 12 seed words
iterations. In any iteration if the semantic similarity
of Token j and seed word k is equal or more than the
threshold vlaue which is 60%, then the current token
word’s IOBtag j will be labeled as B-FEATURE . The
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abbreviations for variables in Algorithm III are TK
for Token, CK for chunk, CL for CaseLabel.
The explicit aspects, other than the Person Names
and Movie Titles, have also been extracted using
POS tag pattern of Uni-gram that is NNP/NN. Table
8 shows the linguistic rule to extract candidate movie
specific aspects.
Table 8
The output of Algorithm III, depicts the linguistic rule
labelled the correct unigram word as movie specific aspect
Word

POS

Chunk

Case

IOB

scene

NN

I-NP

LC

B-Feature

film

NN

I-NP

LC

B-Feature

From the Table 8, if the current word’s POS label is
NN and its chunking label is B-NP or I-NP and its
word case label is LC, then this token word would
be tagged with feature Entity. Conversely, this rule
also extracts irrelevant movie aspects, for example,
Table 9, and shows the irrelevant extraction of movie
aspects. The two words brain and wow are not the aspects of any movie but still they have been extracted
as movie aspects.
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Table 9
The output of Algorithm III depicts the linguistic rule
labelled the incorrect unigram word as movie specific aspect
Word

POS

Chunk

Case

IOB

brain

NN

I-NP

LC

B-Feature

wow

NN

I-NP

LC

B-Feature

To remove irrelevant general aspects, a list of seed
words and candidate aspects have been provided as
input for SpaCy5 semantic similarity matrix to calculate similarity percentage. Each candidate word have
been semantically checked against seed word. If the
percetage is more than or equal to 60% threshold value,
then the candidate word is a relevant aspect. The seed
words are: (“movie”, “film”, “story”, “plot”, “character”,
“scene”, “director”, “script”, “time”, “producer”, “writer”). The seed words have been discovered from the
movie corpus. In this case, the most occurring NOUN
has been extracted, Figure 4 shows the empirical rep5
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plication domain such as PERSON, MOVIE, FEATURE and OPINION. Consequently, the possible IOB
tagging would be B-PERSON, I-PERSON, B-MOVIE,
I-MOVIE, B-FETURE, I-FEATURE, B-OPINION,
I-OPINION and O. Finally, for the opinion words labelling, Table 10 shows the linguistic rules which have
been used in the annotation process. If the current
POS label is JJ and Title Case is LC, then the candidate word has been labeled with OPINION. Similarly,
if the current chunk is B-AD or B-VP and Title Case
is LC then the candidate word has been labeled with
OPINION.
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Table 10
The Linguistic Rule for extracting and labelling the N-gram
Opinion Words

if POSi is JJ

∧

Linguistic Rule

Entity Name

CaseLabeli is LC

OPINION

if Chunki is B-AD ∨ B-VP ∧ CaseLabeli is LC OPINION

5. MAIM Training and Aspect
Identification Phase
In this phase, the input will be the Training set of
files T = {t1 , t2 , t3 ,..., tn } to the classifier. The output will be the identification of entities such as person names, movie titles, explicit aspects and opinion
chunks or word. The nature of the dataset that will be
used in this research is sequential or in other words
unstructured text. The most suitable [17] algorithms
for this type of data are Maximum Entropy model,
Hidden Markov Model and Conditional Random Field.
However, among these, CRF is an advanced version of
both of these two models, since the aclIMDb dataset
is based on sequential data and contains NER problem. Hence, it is the most appropriate classifier for
the sequential classification problem. The CRF classifier is capable of identifying sequential data such as
human text and biological sequences [31]. Moreover,
Chen et al. [14] has identified product aspects and
opinion words by using the CRF classifier, whereas
Sun et al. [53] has identified name entities and proved
that the CRF classifier performs better in detecting
NER than the GATE (General Architecture for Text
Engineering) and LbjNerTagger. However, Etaiwi et
al. [23] proposed a model for the identification of Arabic Names and states that the CRF is very efficient in
identifying NER problem.
However, the recent studies [16, 18, 32] concluded that
the use of CRF alone will not give a better performance.
The amalgamation of CRF and neural networks will
provide efficient performance. Consequently, this
research will also exploit the capabilities of CRF and
Neural Networks (BiLSTM-CRF) [25]. The bidirectional
LSTM-CRF uses both features that lie in the past and
future (bidirectional pathways) and provides results
that are much better than the other machine learning
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techniqes. Conversely, BiLSTM-CRF performs better
than others because it does not reply only on previous
and current state. It also exploits the future knowledge
and provides efficient performance. In addition, the CRF
layer that contains sentence level tagging information
will further solve the classification problem.
Figure 5 is a graphical dipection of BiLSTM-CRF.
Moreover, Table 11 represents parameter settings for
BiLSTM-CRF. After the training phase, the identification phase predicts the label for each token word.
Finally, The evaluation of the MAIM has been performed. This assessment has been taken place on the
basis of precision, recall and F1 measures.
Figure 5
Graphical Representation of five layered BiLSTM-CRF
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6. Experimental Results
Large Movie Dataset7 is the most renowned movie reviews which are a size of 50K, moreover, this dataset
has been furthered divided into 25k for training and
25k for testing reviews. Each of them is further divided
into 12k positive and 12k negative reviews. The training ratio is 80% and 20% for model training process.
CRF, LSTM-CRF and BiLSTM-CRF models have
been implemented on aclIMDb dataset. CRF (Conditional Random Field) is an advance version of HMM
(Hidden Markov Model) and is capable of modelling
overlapping and non-independent features. Moreover, it can be an undirected graph. The CRF classifier is capable of identifying sequential data such as
human text and biological sequences [31]. Moreover,
Chen et al. [14] has identified product aspects and
opinion words by using the CRF classifier, whereas
Sun et al. [53] has identified name entities and proved
that the CRF classifier performs better in detect NER
than the GATE and LbjNerTagger. However, Etaiwi
et al. [23] has proposed a model for the identification
of Arabic Names and states that the CRF is very efficient in identifying NER problem, since the movie
application domain is based on sequential data and
contains NER problem. Essentially, CRF is heavily
dependent on handcraft features. Moreover, feature
generation is a very labouring procedure [25]. In this
research four feature set has been used in the training
of CRF model, for instance, word token, POS, chunking information and orthographic features.
Table 12
A Comparison of MAIM, CRF and LSTM-CRF
Precision

Recall

F1-Measure

MAIM
(Bidirectional
LST-CRF without
Feature Set)

89.9%

88.9%

89.4%

CRF(POS, chunk,
Case)

87.1%

87.8%

87.4%

LSTM-CRF
(without
Feature Set)

87.5%

86.2%

86.9%

7

7
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Neural Network family has been designed for extracting relevant data from sequential data [19]. The
major problem with RNN is its biasness towards the
most recent input sequences and fails to learn long
distance dependencies. In contrast, LSTM is capable of learning long dependencies by using memory
cells. However, in this research a hybrid approach
has been used LSTM-CRF on movie review dataset.
This hybrid approach is capable of using previous
features by using LSTM approach and sentence level labelling by using CRF model. CRF uses transition
graphs and predicts current tag on the basis of previous and next tag. Therefore, CRF has been used as
the output layer.
Figure 6
Overall accuracy of MAIM, CRF and LSTM-CRF
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word feature for the training of the model, moreover,
details of BiLSTM-CRF has been provided in section
five.
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LSTM-CRF or BiLSTM has been trained with only
word feature. However, the MAIM has been implemented using BiLSTM-CRF on aclIMDb dataset,
because BiLSTM-CRF performs better as compared
to LSTM-CRF. The training and testing parameters
are the same as for LSTM-CRF. Similarly, BiLSTM is
also using word feature for the training of the model,
moreover, details of BiLSTM-CRF has been provided
in section five.

6.1. Result Comparison
The overall performance of MAIM is shown in Table
12. The graphical representation achieved accuracies have been shown from Figure 6 to Figure 10. The
MAIM (BiLSTM-CRF) performance is better than
CRF and LSTM-CRF techniques. In terms of accuracy, the MAIM has 2.8% more precision, 1.1% more
recall and 2% more F1-measure than CRF. Similarly,
2.4% more precision, 2.7% more recall and 2.8% more
F1-measure as compared to LSTM-CRF technique. In
the same way, CRF got 0.4% less precision, 1.6% more
recall and 0.5% more F1 measure than LSTM-CRF.
The reason CRF is performing better than LSTMCRF is that it is heavily engineered with features such
as POS, chunking and title case information. If these
features will be removed, the performance of CRF
will be considerably degraded. If entity-wise performance is analyzed, then MAIM (BiLSTM-CRF) still
performs better than CRF and LSTM-CRF. For Opinion Entity MAIM (BiLSTM), it got 3% more precision, 2% more recall and F1-meausre is 3% more than
CRF. The least recall has been recorded by LSTM in
opinion entity, which is 4% less than BiLSTM and 1%
less than CRF as shown in Figure 7.
For the MOVIE named entity, MAIM (BiLSTM) performs better in F1-measure and reported 6% and 2%
more F1-measure than CRF and LSTM-CRF. However, recall-wise performance has degraded 14%.
In contrast, 23% and 1% more precision than CRF
and LSTM-CRF has been reported. The reason is
that CRF is performing better in recall-wise since
it is correctly predicting the total number of actual
value, whereas, BiLSTM is performing better while
correctly predicting total number of all predictions.
In the FEATURE Named Entity CRF model performed 3% more in precision, recall and F1-measure
as compared to BiLSTM and LSTM-CRF. The reason is that CRF relying on handcrafted features and
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able [34]. Consequently, the syntactic methods and
linguistic rules have been used to annotate Person
Names, Movie Titles, Movie specific aspects and
opinion words in movie application domain. The irrelevant Named Entities have been eliminated by using imdbpy (internet movie database python) and the
irrelevant movie specific aspects have been removed
by using spaCy similarity matrix. Even though, this
assists to improve annotation process, still many variants of Named Entities cannot be identified. The bigram NOUN PHRASES with title case as orthographic feature have been labelled with Person Name.
Nonetheless, other conventions of name writing have
been ignored. For instance, “Kathy Bates performed
very nice in AHS, however, Bates looked so skinny
in this is movie.” In this review the writer has written the full name before “however” after that, he has
referred the same person with the last name. Since
the annotation process accepts only bigram words as
Candidate Named Entities, it will ignore the unigram
named entity.
In addition, the annotation process is also unable to
annotate names longer than two consecutive words,
for instance, “William Bradley Pitt” will not be annotated properly and only first two consecutive words
will be annotated with Person Entity. Moreover, some
writers may only use initials for names, for instance, if
the name is “Khalid Khan” the writer may write it like
that, “K. Khan”. Hence, the annotation process is also
not able to annotate that kind of the name version.
For movie title entity, the problem is associated with
imdbpy. The movie database is too general that cannot distinguish the word “it” as a pronoun or title of
a movie. Conversely, there is no way to determine the
exact context of the word “it” in a review. Since word
“it” also appears as movie name in imdbpy, while annotating movie titles stop words and pronouns have
been ignored even if they appear as a movie title in the
review.
The Named Entity pruning method is very time consuming. In the first step, a linguistic rule is to extract
the candidate NE (Named Entity). After that process,
the candidate NE will be match against internet movie
database if the candidate NE exists then it will be considered as a valid person name. Unfortunately, if that
identified name appears again in the reviews, there is
no way to remember that the name is already identified as a valid name. It has to go through a lengthy pro-
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cedure. Apart from NE, MAIM also classifies N-gram
opinion words. These opinion words are sometimes
unigram, bigram, trigram, etc. in a sentence of a review. These chunks of opinion words do not just need
to be converted to numerical figures such as positive
or negative. It is also vital to map implicit aspects to
explicit aspects, since these chunks of opinion words
may contain movie implicit aspects. Hence, MAIM
only identifies explicit movie aspects and opinion
words. It does not provide methods for opinion words
polarity determination and implicit aspects mapping.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, a Movie Aspects Identification Model
(MAIM) has been proposed which is capable of identifying movie specific aspects and Named Entities (Person Name and Movie Title). In addition, it also identifies sentiments that have been expressed for movie
specific aspects and Named Entities. The significance
of this research lies in the introduction of annotation
process, which annotates the movie aspects, named
entities and sentiment words. MAIM annotation process annotates movie aspects without the discrimination of frequent or infrequent terms. It also provides
a movie aspects pruning method in order to remove
noisy data from the movie corpus. The renowned BiLSTM-CRF model has been used to identify four main
entities PERSON, MOVIE, FEATURE and OPINION.
Without any features engineering MAIM performed
better than the LSTM-CRF and CRF. It has got 2.8%
more precision, 1.1% more recall and 2% F1-measure
as compared to CRF and LSTM-CRF.
Although MAIM extracts explicit aspects whether they are named entities or movie specific aspects
such as plot, scene or actor, yet it is still incapable of
mapping implicit aspects to explicit aspects. The future work will be to map implicit aspects of movie application domain to explicit aspects. For the mapping
of implicit aspects, our source will be opinion chunks
which have been already identified in the sentence. In
this case, an opinion chunk will be mapped to a target
explicit aspect on the basis of similarity index or by
using conceptNet8. Thus, a complete MAIM will be
provided which is able to identify both explicit and
implicit aspects.
8
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